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Appendixes 

The following is a document containing Availsim‟s user manual. It also mention where to find 

the input data used for obtaining the results in chapter 9. 

There will also be an approximate cost of the project. 

An brief explanation about the environmental impact this project has is added. 
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1. Availsim user’s manual 

The utilization of Availsim will be explained in this appendix.  

1.1. How to fill the input files 

The input files contain the model description for the simulation and is fundamental that they 

are well introduced in order to perform a good simulation. 

All the input files must be stored on the same folder as Availsim or it will not be able to read 

them. All files must be in CSV (comma separated value). Since this modification has been 

performed using the European windows version 

1.1.1. Miscellanea file  

 The miscellanea files must be named always “misc.csv”. It must contain the 

following data in the following disposition: 

 Events input: This field contains the name of the events data sheet. The name has 

to include the extension (.csv) in order for Availssim to find it. 

 Functions input: This field contains the name of the functions input file. 

 Max people in repairs: This is the maximum people available for performing repairs 

at the same time. Note that this value must be at least equal to the highest 

manpower required to repair an event.  

 Simulation hours: The total duration of the simulation in hours. 

 Allow Access: The amount of hours a shutdown has to last in order to allow access 

to the vault to perform secondary repairs. 

 Extra repair factor: The proportion a shutdown can be extended in order to repair 

secondary failures. 

 First short scheduled down/duration/ frequency: The hours until the first short 

scheduled maintenance period happen, the duration of it and the hours between 

these short schedules. 
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 First long scheduled down/duration/ frequency: The hours until the first long 

scheduled maintenance period happen, the duration of it and the hours between 

these long schedules. 

 Schedule down cancelation: The margin of hours before a scheduled maintenance 

period in which if a shutdown happens (and is long enough) can replace the 

scheduled maintenance. 

 Trace: If this value is 1 the history matrix will be created. If no history is needed the 

value must be 0 

 Seed: The seed that will be used in order to generate the random values. 

All data must be introduced in the following order in the first line of the file. 

 

inputeventname inputfunctionname numsim   maxrepairpeople simhours    

INPUTSDDDIIIimpr4.csv FUNCTIONSDDDIII2.csv 1   4 262801    

 

 

allowacceshours extrarepairtimefactor firstshortscheddown shortscheddownperiod shortscheddownfreq   

12 1.5 6*30*24 3*24 (365*24)   

 

 

firstlongscheddown longscheddownduration longscheddownfreq scheddowncancel trace randseed 

(365-20)*24 20*24 (365*24) 24*30 1 3 
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1.1.2. Events 

The events input file name must be the same specified in the miscellanea file and must 

contain the following data. 

 Name: The first main information the sheet provides is the name of the event or the 

gate.  This holds no purpose other than to be easily identified by the user. For an 

event it usually contains the component involved and its failure 

 Quantity: Availsim 2.0 treats events individually. However same type events can still 

be treated as a group. By default quantity foe each event will be 1 unless is specified 

by the user otherwise. 

 Facility: Facilities are described by a number. For example if the system to be 

simulated has 2 accelerators one would be Facility 1 and the other Facility 2. 

 Location: Initially this value was intended to point Availsim an “Access Time” value 

from another data sheet, but it was more efficient to introduce all the time values on 

one single sheet. Now this value is used to count how many times the Vault has 

been accessed. The Vault location is coded as “V”. Any other location serves just 

informative valor. 

 The ID (identification): As mentioned before, the RAMI team has been working with 

the RiskSpectrum® software. An identification code was created in order to classify 

every single event. This code contains letters and numbers and defines the facility, 

the part, the location, the recovery time, the component and the number of every 

event in this order. The code was maintained in Availsim as a way to compare easily 

results with RiskSpectrum®[5]. 

 Mean time between failures: Availsim uses mean time between failures (h) which is 

the inverse of the FR while Risk Spectrum uses the FR itself. 

 Access time: This is the time needed in order to start the repairs in hours. 

 Mean time to repair: The mean time to repair is the time needed to repair an event in 

hours.  

 Recovery: This is the hours it takes for a repaired event to achieve normal 

performance again after a down time.  

 Manpower: The Manpower is the amount of workers needed to repair an event. 
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 Function affected: This is the function affected by the event. If this field is empty the 

event won‟t have any kind of effect on the accelerator performance. 

 Degradation calculation: This field describes in which way the degradation will be 

applied on the target function. It can be Multiplicative or additive (negative. This is 

indicated by entering Mult or Add in this field. 

 Degradation: The degradation is the effect taken by the target function. Its value and 

the measurement unit depend exclusively of function affected. If it is an additive 

degradation then this value must be negative. 

 Group of comp: This parameter prevents events that events that apply the same 

degradation further degrade the operation. If this field is empty it means that the 

event‟s degradation will be applied in all cases. It can be a name, a number or both. 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Facility System Name Quantity Location ID MTBF MTTR Access 

1 RFQ system Power connectors 1 G 1RGOCNNG014 20000000 2 1 

1 SRF Linac Step motor (detune cavity) 1 V 1SVCBSMP001 1600000 1 24 

1 SRF Linac Step motor (detune cavity) 1 V 1SVCBSMP002 1600000 1 24 

 

 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Recovery MDT Hotrepair Manpower Function affected Calc Degradation Group Function affected 2 

0,5 3,5 0 1 Beam Mult 0 RCI-RF1 
 

338 363 0 2 Intensity Add -2,29E+01 
SHH-

1HWRNO1 
ICavities 

338 363 0 2 Intensity Add -2,29E+01 
SHH-

1HWRNO2 
ICavities 

 

 

 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

Calc 2 Degradation 2 Group 2 function affected 3 Calc 3 Degradation 3 Group 3 
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Add -2,29E+01 SHH-1HWRNO1 Energy Add -5,00E-01 SHH-1HWRNO1 

Add -2,29E+01 SHH-1HWRNO2 Energy Add -5,00E-01 SHH-1HWRNO2 

 

 

1.1.3. Functions 

The functions input file must be same specified in the miscellanea file and contain the 

following data in the following distribution. 

 Facility: The number of the facility. 

 Type: 

 0 for normal functions. Normals functions are affected by 

components and other functions and they don‟t determine the state 

of the accelerator. 

 1 for special functions. Special functions are function that will get 

maximized during the simulation. If the value is low but above its 

minimum value it can still provoke a shutdown in order to improve its 

output. Intensity for IFMIF would be an example. Special function 

count as critical functions and provoke a shut down if its value is 

below the minimum acceptable. 

 2 for critical functions. Critical functions determine the state of the 

accelerator. If one critical function is below its minimum value the 

facility must be shut down. 

 Function name: If two facilities have the same function name a number must be 

added at the end to allow availsim to differentiate it. For the function BEAM it would 

be BEAM1 and BEAM2. As long as the names are different is ok. 

 Design value: The designed operating value. It effectively the maximum value the 

function will attain. 

 Minimum value: The minimum value a function can reach before degrading another 

function or provoking a shutdown. 
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 Function affected: The function degraded by the current function. Critical functions 

do not affect any other function. 

 Calculator: The way the degradation is applied. It can be additive, multiplicative or it 

can set the function on a certain value. 

 Degradation: The amount of degradation applied or the value the targeted function 

is set to. 

 Level: This parameter is only used when some function set a function on another 

value. The set systems follows a level hierarchy. This means that when a function is 

set to a value by another function, this function will only be degraded again if the 

new function level smaller than the previous one. The level hierarchy follows a 

descending progression. 1 is the higher level of importance and its degradation 

cannot be affected by anyone. If a function doesn‟t use the set feature then a 0 is 

introduced. 

 

 

facility type function 
design 

value 

min 

value 

function affected 

1 

mult/add 

1 

degradation 

1 
Level 

1 2 Beam 1 1 
    

1 2 Energy 41 38 
    

1 1 Intensity 125 65 
    

1 0 Eoverh 1 0 
    

1 0 ICavities 125 100 Intensity Set 100 3 

1 0 C1SteeH 8 7 Beam Mult 0 0 
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1.2. How to start the simulation 

To begin the simulation open the Availsim.m file in the Matlab® ® directory. Once the file is 

opened just simulate it with Matlab®® by pressing the simulate button or writing “Availsim” 

in the Matlab®® command window. 

1.3. How to read the results 

1.3.1. Facility sheet 

The facility sheet contains the general results of the simulation. Each line belongs to a 

facility. Keep in mind that every result is obtained performing the mean of all the iteration 

„results. The results shown in the different columns are: 

 Facility: The number of the facility the results belong to. 

 Uphours: The total amount of hours the facility has been up and working. 

Regardless if the operation was degraded or at full power. 

 Downhours: The total amount of hours the facility has been down due to an 

emergency shutdown. This time doesn‟t include the hours dedicated to scheduled 

maintenance. 

 Scheduled maintenance hours: As it names says this value is the amount of time the 

facility has spent performing scheduled maintenance. It includes both the long 

scheduled period and the short scheduled period. 

 Operational availability: This is the total availability of the facility calculated as the up 

hours divided by the total time simulated. It includes the scheduled maintenance 

time as time the facility has been down. 

 Hardware availability: This is the facility‟s availability without taking into consideration 

the time the facility has spent in scheduled maintenance. I t will be always superior 

to the operational availability. 

 Accesshours: The amount of time the vault of the facility has been in access. 
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 Extended hours: The total hours we have extended the repairs to perform non 

critical repairs. This time is already contained in the downhours field and it is purely 

informative. 

 Used down hours for scheduled maintenance:  The total amount of hours that we 

have used during non-scheduled down times to perform scheduled maintenance. 

This time is already included in the scheduled maintenance hours field. It allows us 

to calculate the amount of time we have saving by advancing a scheduled 

maintenance to take advantage of a non-scheduled shut down. 

 Standard deviation of the availability 

 

facility uphours downhours 
scheduled maitenance 

hours 

operational 

availability 

hardware 

availability 
 

1 224655,62 21394,74 16750,64 85,49 91,30  

2 227351,64 18663,02 16786,34 86,51 92,41  

 

accesshours 
extended 

hours 

used downhours for sched 

maint 

times the 

vault has 

been 

accessed 

standar deviation of the availability error 

10939,31 565,51 547,27 126,50 0,78 0,14 

8328,96 652,86 425,12 119,23 0,55 0,10 

 

1.3.2. Event sheet 

The events sheet contains every single one of the events involved in the simulation and its 

results. It also shows the fixed parameters of each event. This values have been obtained 

by calculating the mean of all iterations results for each field. 

It contains the following columns. 

 Name: the real name of the event 

 Facility: The facility the event belongs to. 

 ID: The event‟s identification code. 

 Nfailuresnotignored: How many times this event has occurred and it hasn‟t been 

ignored.  
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 Nfailurescausingdown: The amount of times this event has fiorced a shutdown.  

 Down hours caused: The amount of hours this event has provoked to the facility. It 

only counts the time spent in shut downs caused by this event. 

 Repair hours incremented: The hours this component has extended a down time in 

order to be repaired. This field and the down hours caused contain the full amount of 

down hours caused by the event. 

 Opportunity repair hours: The hours this event has been subjected to repairs while 

the facility was shut down by a different event.  

 Nfailuresignored: The amount of times this event has been ignored due to a failure 

during a down or maintenance period. 

The rest of fields contain the initial information extracted from the event„s input file. It allows 

us to be able to classify the events by many field and look for correlations between events 

with similar parameters. 

 

name facility ID 
nfailuresnotignore

d 

nfailurescausingdow

n 

Turbomolecular pump 1 1SVBVTPG006 10,45 0,5 

Turbomolecular pump 1 1SVBVTPG003 11,0875 0,5125 

Titanium sublimation 

pump 
1 1HBOVTPG001 10,0625 0,0625 

 

 

downhourscaused 
repair hours 

incremented 

oportunity repair 

hours 
nfailuresignored system 

22,62886 17,26875 213,2125 2,1375 
SRF 
Linac 

22,61598 14,6 251,6 2,1125 
SRF 
Linac 

4,661119 17,375 232,925 2,05 MEBT 

 

1.3.3. Functions sheet 

This is the functions results sheet and it provides the mean results of all iterations for each 

function the same way the events sheet does. It contains the following columns: 

 Name: the name of the function. 
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 Meanvalue: The value the function has taken during the operation of the facility. 

Note that it only takes into consideration the function‟s value when the facility is up.   

 Timesdown: Hown many times this function has been down, meaning that it 

acquired a value below its minimum one. 

We include the design value and the minimum value tolerable to compare with the 

mean value obtained. 

 

name meanvalue uphours timesdown design value min value 

Beam 1 224668,5578 2437,2625 1 1 

Energy 40,59468412 224668,5766 0,3 41 38 

Intensity 119,8804566 224668,5766 0 125 65 

Eoverh 0,641346017 230925,3071 768,5625 1 0 

1.3.4. Year 

This result sheet is pretty straight forward. It contains each facility‟s mean hardware 

availability value for each year. It is not an accumulated value meaning that each availability 

is calculated in that year‟s period. 

Each line is a facility and each column a year. 

1.3.5. Iteration 

This sheet provides the operational availability results of each iteration for each facility. The 

columns represent the different facilities and the rows the iteration. 

1.3.6. History 

The history is a complete log of every action performed by the simulation. It is great for 

understanding its operative and checking for errors. But it has a big downside, a single 

iteration can fill several thousand rows, which means that the memory charge becomes 

huge for Matlab®® to handle and easily surpasses the maximum matrix dimension tolerated 

by excel. For this reason is almost exclusively used for one iteration simulations. 

Nevertheless it is still a great tool. 

The History sheet contains different fields: 

 Time: The time the event has happened 

 Routine: The Availsim routine involved in the event. 
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 The event: Witch time event this is. 

 Facility: Witch facility is affected. 

 Cause: The cause of this time event. 

 Action: The action performed as a response. 

 Facility state: The state the facility is. 

 Functions: The critical functions name. 

 The value of the critical functions. 

 Access: The access time 

 Repair: The repair time. 

 Recovery: the recovery time. If the event is end tune time, it means the tuning has 

been finished. In that case this field provide the total amount of hours spent down 

including the random 0.2 factor that increases recovery time depending on the down 

time duration. 

 Opportunity time: The time that has been used performing non critical repairs. 

 Extended time: The time the downtime has been exyended to perform additional 

repairs. 

 Endrecovery: The end time of the recovery without including the random 0.2 

increase factor. This field displays the endrecovery for every event repaired and 

when all repairs have been scheduled it display the longest one. 

 Manpower required: The amount of people required for each repair and once all 

repairs are scheduled the total amount of people used. 

 Vaul access: If the vaul has been accessed. 
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time rutine event facility cause action 

208,1007422 mainloop minbreaktime 1 1MGOSO4G028 broke updated broken component 

208,1007422 facilitystate minbreaktime 1 1MGOSO4G028 broke 
 

208,1007422 facilitystate minbreaktime 1 1MGOSO4G028 broke 
 

208,1007422 facilitystate minbreaktime 1 1MGOSO4G028 broke 
 

208,1007422 setuprepair minbreaktime 1 1MGOSO4G028 brings down the facility by itself needs to be repaired 

208,1007422 schedulerepair Scheduling Repairs 1 facility down 
 

208,1007422 setuprepair minbreaktime 1 
 

Repairs scheduled 

212,7791383 mainloop endtunetime 1 
 

Finished tuning after shut down 

212,7791383 facilitystate endtunetime 1 Tuning finished 
 

212,7791383 facilitystate endtunetime 1 Tuning finished 
 

212,7791383 facilitystate endtunetime 1 Tuning finished 
 

341,9893642 mainloop minbreaktime 1 1DVCDESG016 broke updated broken component 

341,9893642 facilitystate minbreaktime 1 1DVCDESG016 broke 
 

341,9893642 facilitystate minbreaktime 1 1DVCDESG016 broke 
 

341,9893642 facilitystate minbreaktime 1 1DVCDESG016 broke 
 

391,4569279 mainloop minbreaktime 1 AFGNRSSG037 broke updated broken component 

391,4569279 facilitystate minbreaktime 1 AFGNRSSG037 broke 
 

391,4569279 facilitystate minbreaktime 1 AFGNRSSG037 broke 
 

391,4569279 facilitystate minbreaktime 1 AFGNRSSG037 broke 
 

391,4569279 setuprepair minbreaktime 1 AFGNRSSG037 brings down the facility by itself needs to be repaired 

391,4569279 schedulerepair Scheduling Repairs 1 facility down 
 

391,4569279 setuprepair minbreaktime 1 
 

Repairs scheduled 

394,5008429 mainloop endtunetime 1 
 

Finished tuning after shut down 
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facility state function value repairs access repair time recovery time oportunity time extended time endrecovery 
manpower 

required 
vault access 

            

down Beam 0 < 1 
         

up Energy 41 > 38 
         

up Intensity 125 > 65 
         

down 
           

   
1MGOSO4G028 1 2 0,5 0 

 
211,6007422 2 

 

down 
       

0 211,6007422 2 no 

      
4,678396113 

     

up Beam 1 > 1 
         

up Energy 41 > 38 
         

up Intensity 125 > 65 
         

            

up Beam 1 > 1 
         

up Energy 41 > 38 
         

up Intensity 125 > 65 
         

            

down Beam 0 < 1 
         

up Energy 41 > 38 
         

up Intensity 125 > 65 
         

down 
           

   
AFGNRSSG037 1 2 0 0 

 
394,4569279 2 

 

down 
       

0 394,4569279 2 no 

      
3,043915033 

     

 

Even for a single iteration this sheet will be massive. It usually uses about 31000 rows. For 

more than one simulation it will surpass the allowed size for matrixes in Matlab®® and 

Excel®.  

Filtering rows with excel and the search tool the user can find special situations that the 

simulation has performed. For example searching for canceled maintenance periods or the 

amount of repairs performed in shut downs. 
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2. Input data of the simulation 

The input data used to perform the simulation in the memorandum is contained in the CD of 

the project. Due to the amount of inputs involved and the size of the tables it wouldn‟t be 

convenient to add it in this format. The inputs are contained in the folder called “input data”. 
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3. Cost of the project 

This project has been performed with the support of the Universitat Politècnica de 

Catalunya.  The following cost is an estimation based on the time invested by an 

inexperienced engineer and, the hardware, material, and resources used and consumed. 

This cost does not include the subscription cost of the many publications accessed. The 

salary of the employee is based on the Orden ITC/540/2010. The Cost of the Matlab 8.2® 

Microsft office 2010® is for individual licenses only. 

The electricity cost has been estimated using the amount of hours invested as computer 

consume and the kwh price extracted from Endesa and regulated by BOE 31/12/2012. 

 

Junior engineer Hours Cost  (32,17 € /h) 

Studying IFMIF and Availsim 

documentation 
88 2831 

Studying the Availsim code 88 2831 

Adaptation of Availsim 176 5662 

Extraction of results 88 2831 

Analysis of the results and 

benchmarking 
88 2831 

Writing the memorandum 176 5662 

total 704 22648 

Licenses 
  

Matlab® 
 

500 

Microsoft Office® 
 

119 

Material 
  

PC  windows 7® dual core 
 

400 

HP laser printer 
 

191 

office supplies 
 

300 

Electricity cost 
 

45 

total without IVA 
 

46850 

IVA(21%) 
 

56689 € 
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4. Environmental impact study 

The project is a software adaptation. For this reason the only effect on the environment is 

the one produced the electricity consumed production and the residues on office supplies 

which were deposited into recycling containers.  

This project has been involved into the design of the IFMIF accelerator facility. The data 

obtained from IFMIF will allow selecting suitable material for the correct and continuous 

operation of the projected DEMO fusion power plant in the future. This power plant will 

become the next milestone in fusion power and will be able to provide clean and safe 

energy. For this reason  the negative environmental impact of this project is surpassed by 

the positive impact the DEMO power plant will mean. 


